
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

‘The Body as a Battlefield’: an exploration of available 
material culture that highlights narratives of sexual 
violence in conflict 
 

AHRC PhD Studentship in collaboration with Imperial War 
Museums (IWM) and the London School of Economics and Political 
Science (LSE) 
 
Applications are invited for an AHRC-funded PhD at the International Relations Department, 
London School of Economics and Political Science. The PhD is offered under the AHRC 
Collaborative Doctoral Partnership programme and will examine how material culture has 
been and can be used to tell narratives of sexual violence in conflict. As well as performing 
the useful task of identifying these materials, the project will examine the ways in which 
historical prejudices have altered how material related to sexual violence in conflict has been 
collected, catalogued and displayed within museum spaces. 
 
The studentship will be supervised by Professor Tarak Barkawi, Dr Katharine Millar and Dr 
Paul Kirby at LSE and Vikki Hawkins of IWM. The studentship begins on 1 October 2020 
and is fully funded at standard AHRC rates for 45 months full time (or part-time equivalent) 
with the potential to be extended for a further 3 months to provide professional development 
opportunities.  
 
The Studentship 
 
This is a timely moment to explore this subject, with the award of the Nobel Peace Prize 
2018 for ‘efforts to end the use of sexual violence as a weapon of war and armed conflict’, 
the accompanying ‘Body as a Battlefield’ exhibition at the Nobel Peace Prize Centre, and the 
increased public awareness of the deployment of systematic sexual violence by state and 
non-state groups alike.  
 
The causes, course and consequences of sexual violence in conflict have been traced in a 
wide range of scholarship on gender, law and war. However, the identification of patterns 
and themes, the continuities and contexts of sexual violence, and how they are remembered 
and represented within museum collections and cultural spaces, has received much less 
attention. IWM holds over 800,000 items that tell the story of modern war and conflict from 
private papers, photographs, posters, film and 3D objects. However the number of items that 
can be linked to sexual violence in conflict is limited and has not been examined in detail.  
Critical for this investigation, therefore, will be a consideration of the role of IWM, and 
museums in general, in shaping collective memory and in the broader understanding of 
sexual violence in conflict. Collecting policies, the role of artists and the agency of curators in 
the display and interpretation of content all form part of this study.  
 



It is anticipated that as well as a focus on IWM’s collections, the project will involve 
consulting collections of other museums and repositories or exhibitions they have displayed, 
including The National Archives, the Wellcome Collection, the National Army Museum, the 
Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and the Eugenics collections at UCL. 
While the main focus will be on historical resources, it is also anticipated that the student will 
engage with new perspectives from contemporary cross-disciplinary studies, artists, oral 
histories and information collected from NGOs and charities. 
 
The successful applicant will work with the supervisory team to develop an original research 
project, with emphasis on two aspects in particular: (1) the diverse manifestations of sexual 
violence in conflict; and (2) the imperial character of war in the 20th century. The doctoral 
project should attend not just to systematic sexual violence as a strategy of war, but to the 
wider continuum of sexual violence and exploitation, and the diverse set of wartime 
experiences and perspectives. The project should also recognise the importance of looking 
beyond a parochial frame of ‘national’ armed force to include inter-national, imperial and 
colonial relations. For example, the British military was for centuries an imperial military, 
organised in ways that both integrated and divided different ‘national’ groupings, including 
through gendered categories such as the “martial race”, the legacies of which resonate in 
the present. 
 
Subject to AHRC eligibility criteria, the scholarship covers tuition fees and a grant (stipend) 
towards living expenses for 45 months (3 years and 9 months) full time or part-time 
equivalent. The studentship has the possibility of being extended for an additional 3 months 
to provide professional development opportunities, or up to 3 months of funding may be 
used to pay for the costs the student might incur in taking up professional development 
opportunities. 3 to 6 months of the funded period should be spent on professional 
development and not on research for the thesis.  
 
The award pays tuition fees up to the value of the full-time home/EU UKRI rate for PhD 
degrees. The Research Councils UK Indicative Fee Level for 2020/21 is £4,407. 
 
The award pays full maintenance for UK citizens and residents only. The National Minimum 
Doctoral Stipend for 2020/21 is £15,285, plus London Weighting of £2,000/year, and a CDP 
maintenance payment of £600/year.  
 
For more information visit: https://www.ukri.org/skills/funding-for-research-training/    
 
In addition, the student is eligible to receive up to £1,000 a year from IWM and will be able to 
apply for internal funding at LSE to support archival visits and the delivery of academic 
conference papers.  

The successful candidate will be eligible to participate in CDP Cohort Development events. 
All new CDP students will be expected to attend the CDP Student Launch Event on Monday 
21st September 2020 at the British Museum. 

 
How To Apply 
 
Applicants will need to satisfy AHRC eligibility requirements including Masters-level 
advanced research training or equivalent. They will be assessed on the basis of their 
academic record and research potential, the strength of their research proposal and fit with 
the overall studentship aims described above. Prospective candidates will have an excellent 
academic record at undergraduate level, plus a Master’s degree with Distinction (or 
equivalent). The successful candidate will be required to apply directly to the International 

https://www.ukri.org/skills/funding-for-research-training/
https://www.ahrc-cdp.org/category/upcoming-training-opportunitues/


Relations Department at LSE for subsequent acceptance on to the PhD programme there. 
All offers are subject to passing the university’s admissions requirements.  
 
Applicants must be a resident of the UK or European Economic Area (EEA). In general, full 
studentships are available to students who are settled in the UK and have been ordinarily 
resident for a period of at least three years before the start of postgraduate studies. Fees-
only awards are generally available to EU nationals resident in the EEA. International 
applicants are normally not eligible to apply for this studentship. For more information visit: 
https://ahrc.ukri.org/funding/research/researchfundingguide/  
 
Applicants should submit the following documents via email: 
 

1. A research proposal of up to 4,000 words outlining the approach the applicant would 
take to this project. The proposal should give details on relevant literature and 
previous research in the field; the theoretical/conceptual framework to be adopted; 
the proposed research question(s); and the planned research methods to answer 
the research question(s) 

2. A sample of writing (such as a postgraduate thesis, long essay or draft article)  
3. Details of academic achievement (including existing and pending qualifications with 

transcripts). The minimum entry requirements for this programme are a 2:1 
bachelor’s degree, plus Master’s degree marks equivalent to an LSE high merit 
grade (+ 65%), preferably in International Relations or a subject relevant to your 
proposed research, with an overall average of 65% (or equivalent) and 65 % in the 
dissertation (or equivalent). If an applicant does not have experience of formal 
postgraduate study, they may be eligible for a studentship only if they can 
demonstrate evidence of sustained experience beyond their undergraduate degree 
level that is specifically relevant to their proposed research topic, and could be 
considered equivalent to Master’s study. The research proposal must include 
evidence as to how the training and development the student has received is 
equivalent to that obtained through a Master’s course and prepares the applicant for 
doctoral study 

4. Two academic references 
5. A curriculum vitae (no more than two pages) 

 
These materials should be sent to women.peace.security@lse.ac.uk by no later than 
midnight GMT on Friday 1 May.  
 
Please note it is the responsibility of applicants to request references from their referees and 
ensure that they have been sent to LSE (women.peace.security@lse.ac.uk) by this deadline. 
All documents should be submitted in either a MS Word or PDF format. Please ensure the 
subject line of your email appears as ‘surname, first name – IWM/LSE studentship.’  
 
Interviews are currently scheduled for 26 May 2020, but this may be adjusted given 
the changing situation with Covid-19.  

 

https://ahrc.ukri.org/funding/research/researchfundingguide/

